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Marcellus received his summons to Tiberius, early on the following day. He eyed the 

messenger, read the text, and dismissed the man. Julius had wasted no time. He set 

out for the short ride, with his own personal Decade as escort. He managed his horse 

with his left hand. The other arm ached with a sullen dullness which had prevented him 

sleeping during the night. The surgeon had visited him early in the morning, cleaned 

the wound again and then had bound it and strapped the arm to his side.

Even though it was only a short ride, he was glad when it was over and they clattered 

into the fortress at Tiberius. He dismounted awkwardly and jarred his arm into fresh 

agony. He clenched his teeth and marched into the passage leading to Julius’ office. 

He received a few inquisitive looks and there was no doubt that the word had circulated 

that the new Centurion in Capernaum had managed to get himself knifed by a Zealot 

woman - and that the new administrative assistant had been killed during the fracas.

He marched into Julius Achaicus’ office and stood stiffly to attention. He was unable to 

salute. Julius eyed him up and down stony-faced.

“A wounded warrior, it seems!” 

Marcellus didn’t respond. Julius waved a languid hand.

“Relax, Marcellus - a very unfortunate incident - particularly for Aelius Verus - but from 

him, we shall have no complaints! However, we may have complaints from Pilate, who 

might not take kindly to having his administrative staff knifed to death! We may 

anticipate repercussions, I think!

Marcellus, Marcellus! How was your mind working? Interrogating a female Zealot isn’t 

usually done in the bedroom! Highly unorthodox!”

Marcellus ground his teeth and it wasn’t entirely the pain of his wound. Julius was 



enjoying this! His commander continued languidly.

“I can understand a lonely young officer needing - comfort - but even then, one must 

observe discretion! I am given to understand that you hardly knew this woman?”

Marcellus nodded curtly.

“She was an entertainer provided by my house steward.”

Julius nodded understandingly.

“Whom you had no reason to distrust - but who - I understand, has now disappeared - 

together with your - entertainer!”

“That is correct, Commander!”

“And your patrols have found no sign of them. Not unexpected when dealing with 

Zealots, who have a remarkable ability to melt into scenery.”

“Yes, Commander.”

Julius eyed him speculatively.

“Even with Zealots, it’s unusual for them to make a Centurion in his own bedroom a 

particular target! My experience tells me that their style is more likely to be a sudden 

attack on a convoy. Have you any views on why you should have become of interest to 

them?”

Marcellus hesitated.

“I’ve made no secret of my suspicions concerning their new prophet. I believe he is a 

front for the Zealots!”

“Interesting - what leads you to believe so?”

“A gut-feeling - nothing more. Over the past few days, I’ve initiated random patrols to 

try to catch him speaking sedition, but he’s too clever to be trapped that way. I believe 

he’s no more than a clever charlatan, who manipulates the crowds for his own ends 

with his trickery and clever talk. He knows I suspect him - and I believe he was behind 

the attack!”

Julius eyed him silently, then:



“But, that is no more than another gut-feeling, Marcellus?”

“Agreed, Commander.”

Julius moved to the window.

“I respect gut-feelings - a few battles have been won - and a few lost, because of them -

but we need something tangible. Galilee is full of talk of him and what he’s supposedly 

been doing for the people. We haven’t the resources to quell a full-scale riot in Galilee, 

which might spread like a wildfire throughout Palestine. Pilate wouldn’t enjoy having to 

cry to Antioch for them to use their Legions because he’s lost control of the situation. 

For this reason, we can’t move against this - Jesus - without justification. If it was up to 

me, you understand, I’d take him without a moment’s hesitation - whether he’s guilty or 

not - if only to suppress this movement and allow the region to settle down to the way it 

was.”

It was a long speech from someone who was usually careful with his words.

“A glass of wine, Marcellus?”

The invitation was sudden.

“Thank you, Commander.”

“Julius - please! Formality is at an end! Rest assured, we shall find a plausible excuse 

for the death of Verus - even Pilate will be satisfied!”

Marcellus relaxed a little.

“Perhaps his family won’t be.”

Julius poured wine into two goblets.

“What do you know about him?”

“Very little.”

“He had nothing to say about his family or connections?”

“Nothing - he seemed to avoid personal conversation.”

“But you found nothing lacking in his duties?”

“He was very efficient - sometimes to the point of intrusiveness.”



Julius nodded and sipped his wine.

“I suggest, that it was his intrusiveness that saved your life!”

Marcellus nodded.

“Perhaps - on the other hand, I had given strict orders that I wasn’t to be disturbed 

unless it was to announce a visit by Caesar! Verus was near by - and I suspect, 

watching the proceedings very closely.”

“Interesting! A voyeur perhaps?”

“Or a spy!”

Julius continued to stare.

“For whom?”

Marcellus shrugged and winced again.

“I can think of no one who would find me interesting enough to employ a spy - but 

that’s what I think he was!”

Julius laughed softly and raised his glass.

“A toast to your gut-feelings, Marcellus - may they never get you into trouble!” 

Marcellus forced a responsive laugh and drank.

“I see your wound is troubling you - I can thoroughly recommend our mineral baths. The

Tetrarch has graciously constructed a tolerable bath complex around them. I’ve had 

good reports that the waters can heal everything from a cold in the head to 

disfigurement of the feet! You should try them!”

“I’ll take your advice - before I leave for Capernaum.”

Julius stirred out of his languor.

“I’m becoming forgetful! We spoke of dinner a few days ago - stay a day or two in 

Tiberius and give your wound a chance to heal - Grattus is capable in the short term. 

Tonight, I have invited representatives of one of the ruling families to dine with me and 

my wife - I would like you to attend. Joseph is an unusual man - not typical of this 

barbaric people - in fact, quite cultured. I think you will find the evening entertaining.”



“I thank you for your invitation, Julius.”

It was the last thing he wanted, his wound was sore and he thought he might be 

developing a fever - there was always the possibility that the dagger had been poisoned

or dirty. An evening of festivity didn’t rank high in his priorities, but it was an invitation 

impossible to refuse.

Julius had escorted him to the door and emphasised the benefits of the baths,  leaving 

him with the curious suspicion that maybe he was smelling offensively, and that his 

commander was urging him to personal hygiene. He was shown visitor’s quarters, the 

other occupants of the building were, no doubt, going about garrison duties. Phillus 

was the only one about, and he was much more subdued than usual. Marcellus knew 

he had been rough on him the previous evening, but it sometimes was a good thing to re

mind a personal slave who was the master, and the rough edge of his tongue would not

do Phillus any harm. He made up his mind.

“We will visit the baths!”

As with the rest of the city, Herod’s baths were in the conventional, Graeco-Roman 

style. They were housed in an imposing building, constructed from the same material as

the rest of the city - marble. Marcellus felt his spirits lift, this was better than the tub he 

was forced to use at Capernaum - which was hardly adequate for a civilised man - and 

certainly didn’t have the atmosphere, or the social aspects of Rome’s communal baths.

The social aspects were missing when he entered the undressing room, where he was 

deftly relieved of his garments by the attentive Phillus. Despite his carefulness, he 

managed to jar the wounded arm, which earned him a tirade of curses from his angry 

master.

Marcellus stalked angrily from the dressing room - the Apodyterium - into the first of the 

bath chambers, the Frigidarium, the cold room. He didn’t linger long, although the idea 

was to stimulate the body by the shock of the cold air, but his wound started to ache 

even more. Another factor was that he was alone, it looked as if he had the complex to 



himself. He moved into the Tepidariaum where it was more comfortable. He lingered 

for a while in the pool of warm water, which soothed his wounded arm a little. There 

were two or three others sharing the pool, in the main, middle-aged administrators who w

ere probably playing truant from their duties. For the first time, he realised that Tiberius 

had a substantial complement of civil, as well as military personnel. It was, after all, the 

headquarters for Galilee and someone had to count the heavy taxes which were 

extracted from the local population to pay for the Pax Romana. He twisted his arm and 

winced again. The Pax Romana hadn’t saved him from an assassination attempt, nor 

had it spared the life of Aelius Verus.

He thought back over his conversation with Julius. there had been no denial that Aelius 

had quite probably been a spy. Julius had been at ease, and Marcellus somehow 

doubted whether he was Verus’ mysterious patron. It could be Pilate - but Verus was 

recently arrived from Rome, the implication being that someone there was particularly 

interested in the activities of Marcellus Flavius - especially now that he had been 

elevated in rank.

He climbed out of the pool in the Tepidarium, alone once more. The stout administrators

had fled to the Caldarium, the hot room. He followed them and was immediately 

immersed in steam. He supposed the ducting beneath the floor was fed from the hot 

mineral springs Julius had enthused over. Certainly, there was a metallic smell in the 

air, as well as the usual sulphurous odour associated with mineral baths. The room 

was more populated that the others had been.

He found a place on a marble slab, which ran along one wall and leaned his head back,

 he felt the knots in his muscles begin to relax. If only it was as easy to release the 

tensions he experienced on a daily basis! He drifted into a half-sleep. The Caldarium 

always had that effect on him - some sweated and wheezed their way through the 

obligatory routine, glad to escape from the steamy heat as soon as they could. He 

always lingered, allowing the steam to do its work and sweat out the dark humours of 



his flesh. He was jerked awake by the sudden intrusion of a face close to his. It was a fa

ce which was beaming with delight.

“Lucian!”

“Marcellus! It is you! By all the gods, this is unexpected. I thought I would have to go on 

to Capernaum to find you!”

Marcellus grappled with the concept of the surprising encounter.

“What are you doing here!?”

Lucian laughed and sat down beside him.

“Would you believe - it was at Pilate’s suggestion!?”

Marcellus was wide awake suddenly.

“Pilate?”

“I had the privilege of dining with our Procurator and his wife three nights ago.”

Marcellus eyed his grinning companion cautiously.

“Congratulations!”

Lucian looked down at the wounded shoulder.

“You’re bleeding!”

“A fresh wound!”

“You must be getting plenty of action. I thought Galilee was considered one step this 

side of the Styx!”

“The Styx?”

Lucian rolled his eyes to the roof.

“Some people never benefit from a classical education! What happened?”

“You’ll hear soon enough - I was stabbed by a Zealot - a woman!”

“You have rough playmates!”

“I’ll tell you the story sometime - tell me, why did Pilate suggest you come to Galilee?”

“Who knows! Our Procurator’s mind is like the Miniator’s maze - now don’t tell me youve

never heard of that!”



Marcellus persisted.

“He must have had a reason.”

Lucian’s smile ebbed away.

“Apart from the fact he told me that I might be of use to Rome - just as I was when we 

were at the Jordan and I went after the new prophet’s friends. Although, what he thinks 

I can learn by myself when you have all resources, I can’t say.”

“So - he’s interested in the new prophet?”

“It appears so - I hear he’s earning himself quite a reputation.”

“Marcellus’ response was savage.

“By trickery - he’s no more than a charlatan!”

Lucian nodded gravely, noticing the stress lines for the first time.

Marcellus continued.

“Capernaum has been the centre of his activity in Galilee - we’ve been watching him 

closely - one spark might set the whole province alight - but he seems content to move 

around and attract the crowds. There’s no doubt he’s a front for the Zealots - “

Lucian eyed him doubtfully.

“I hadn’t heard that - I heard he heals people and talks of some future blissful state, but 

there’s little substance in it.”

Marcellus was adamant.

“He heals through trickery - and fools good men into thinking something extraordinary 

has happened. He’s pulling the wool over the eyes of the people - but when we take him

- and we WILL take him - we’ll see just how quickly his support melts away!”

Lucian wiped the sweat from his brow.

“I’m cooking!”

Marcellus reluctantly eased off the bench and they wandered through into the abrupt 

coolness of the Frigidarium. Without hesitation, they plunged into the pool, emerging, 

gasping from the shock. They surrendered to the attentions of the masseurs in the 



adjacent room. They were handled by two, great Cappodacean slaves, who worked thei

r muscles with ruthless efficiency. Marcellus ordered sharply.

“Watch the wound - it’s fresh!”

They were oiled and dressed and emerged into the open gymnasium which was 

sheltered from the winter winds. They watched some of the garrison going through a 

variety of exercises. Lucian chattered on, but his companion had become quiet. He told 

the story of Balthus and declared.

“I have him with me!”

“You were lucky to get him away from a slave-master.”

“He would have killed him.”

There was a short silence. They focused on a wrestling match.

Marcellus commented.

“I haven’t seen much better in Rome - they’re good! - You’re in disgustingly good spirits.

”

Lucian grinned happily.

“I’ve decided to take a wife!”

Marcellus stared at him.

“Since when can you afford that sort of luxury!?”

“Since I became my patron’s heir - I’m now a wealthy, eligible bachelor!”

It was the cue for another convoluted story. Lucian ended it by saying casually.

“Incidentally, Pilate told me that Sejanus has been executed by order of Caesar. I’ll 

believe it when I hear it from someone else!”

“It pays to be cautious - It might be true - especially if Caesar decided to act on the 

information given by your new father.”

“He had the opinion that Julia certainly knew - perhaps Tiberius did as well.”

“Septimus might have been the catalyst to stir them into action - especially if they 

thought they could rely on him.”



“I wonder if Caesar will go back to Rome.”

Marcellus shook his head.

“He’s been in Capri for a long time - there must be a reason for it, other than a sudden 

dislike for its noise and bustle.”

“Septimus mentioned that Caesar is given to long bouts of not recognising those around

him, or where he is. His immediate advisors protect him and keep the situation away 

from the public. Julia virtually runs the empire in his name.”

Marcellus responded sarcastically.

“A devoted wife!”

Lucian looked at him sharply.

“You don’t think so?”

“Julia is the daughter of Augustus - Tiberius was forced to divorce a wife he was 

devoted to, and to marry Julia before Augustus made him his heir and gave him the 

rank of Caesar. You can draw your own conclusions!”

They left the gymnasium and the bathing complex. Phillus emerged from somewhere 

and kept a respectful distance.

“Where are you staying, Lucian?”

“Not with Julius! I made sure I avoided the patrols and picked myself a tolerable inn. I 

have Tachius and, of course Balthus, with me - we must have dinner together tonight! 

That is, unless you have to go back to Capernaum - in which case, we’ll come with 

you!”

“I already have a dinner invitation - Julius insisted I stay in Tiberius for a few days. I’m 

not sure whether that was a form of punishment or whether he was trying to be 

considerate! He says he wants me to meet one of the local rulers - apparently he’s supp

osed to be interesting.”

Lucian stopped abruptly.

“What’s the name of this local ruler?”



Marcellus paused.

“I think he said - Joseph - “

Lucian became animated.

“Joseph! - Joseph of Arimathea?”

Marcellus shook his head.

“He didn’t say - only Joseph - is it important?”

Lucian declared dramatically.

“My whole future could depend on it!”

Marcellus laughed.

“On a Jewish ruler! You must be joking!”

“Joseph promises to be my business partner - we’re on the point of making a contract - 

besides that, there’s something else - he has a sister!”

“Ah! The plot thickens! A woman is involved - is she pretty?”

He was subjected to several minutes of animated conversation about the beauty, the 

virtues, the character, and the disposition of an incredible creature.

“She must be a goddess!”

“She is! She’s my goddess - I intend to marry her!”

Marcellus’ eyes widened.

“Marry her! A Jewish woman!?”

Lucian’s smile faded. He asked truculently.

“And what’s wrong with that!? I love her!”

Marcellus looked into his flushed face and managed a smile.

“Lucian! Over the last few weeks, I’ve been receiving despatches about a tightening of 

regulations in some of the cities in other provinces. They are driving out the Jews. You 

know as well as I, that this happens from time to time. Someone decided that they’are 

doing everything from sacrificing kidnapped children in secret rites to their One God, to 

desecrating our temples. It’s enough to make them a legitimate target to anyone who 



has a score to settle. They driven out, their homes burned and many of them are butche

red. It doesn’t matter if they’ve married Romans - they aren’t spared. I urge you to 

consider your options very carefully. Even in Palestine, the time has to come when the 

Legions will sweep through, as they have done in the past, and there’ll be a blood-bath. 

People like your Joseph and his sister won’t escape. Neither will any Roman 

associated with them!”

Lucian was white-faced.

“You’re forgetting, I have wealth and position - enough to protect her - I’ll take her to 

Rome!”

Marcellus nodded.

“Where she’ll be reasonably safe for the time being - Tiberius rules and he declares 

toleration - but what happens after Tiberius - what will be the attitude of his successor - 

they might even decide on Caligula - if so, the gods help us all!”

Caligula was already notoriously unstable, some said he was mad. The prospect of a 

mad emperor was enough to create a strained silence for the remainder of the walk to 

Lucian’s lodgings. Before they could enter, they were confronted by a messenger. 

Lucian took the scroll and opened it, he looked up at Marcellus.

“It seems we shall dine together after all - Julius Achaicus has learned of my presence 

in Tiberius, and has graciously invited me this evening.”

Marcellus hadn’t come prepared for social niceties. He was obliged to beg, borrow or 

steal a suitable garment for dinner with his commander, wife and distinguished guests. 

He was fortunate to find an obliging fellow officer with a certain amount of sympathy. He

arrived promptly and suitably attired and was received by Julius himself.

“Marcellus! A glass of wine - My wife will join us presently - as will our fellow guests. I 

understand you’ve already met one of them - your fellow spy on the Baptist’s activities!”

Marcellus noted the reference to ‘spy’. Julius wasn’t over-subtle.

“Lucian - yes, a very fortunate coincidence. I had no idea he intended to visit Galilee.”



“Just as he had no insight into the reason for your presence in Tiberius! - How do you 

find him?”

“He seems well - apparently improved in fortune and status - in fact, quite a wealthy 

man.”

Julius sighed.

“Some are rewarded early - others wait in vain, or achieve recognition too late to enjoy 

the fruits.”

Another barbed reference to Marcellus’ rapid promotion, which the new Centurion 

chose to ignore.

They were interrupted by the arrival of Lucian - he was resplendent in an obviously 

new dress tunic and toga. Julius eyed him speculatively.

“Greetings, Publius - that is what we must call you, is it not.”

Lucian’s smile was radiant and artificial.

“News of my good fortune has travelled fast!”

“Only as fast as the quickest messenger from Caesarea, my dear fellow. I congratulate 

you! It seems we have a double reason to celebrate - a newly adopted son - and a 

newly promoted Centurion! I admire your robe, Lucian - but not, I presume, as a result 

of a gift from a strange man?”

His laugh was a little high-pitched. Marcellus eyed him sharply, a suspicion growing 

that there were strange fires hidden under the languid surface. Lucian’s smile was 

maintained. 

“I made sure that I wasn’t caught twice in the same predicament, your excellency.”

“Julius, please! We can’t stand on formality this evening!”

The entry of their hostess, gave the opportunity for Marcellus and Lucian to exchange 

glances. Julius turned to them.

“May I present my wife, Lydia to you both - this is Marcellus - and this is Lucian.”

Lydia was a small, bird-like woman, very dark, and as they were eventually to find, very 



vivacious. She was the perfect foil for the affectated mannerisms of her husband. Unlike

so many of those who had come to the provinces from Rome, they seemed to have a 

genuine regard for each other.

There was hardly time for the introductions, before Joseph and Rebecca arrived. 

Marcellus found himself gaping momentarily, when he realised that Rebecca was the 

woman he had seen in Capernaum, and whom he had automatically saluted as his 

patrol has passed. A medley of impressions jostled for registration in his mind. One, 

her elegant grace and obvious ease in the presence of their Roman equals. Two, the 

haunting look of unhappiness which she tried to keep hidden. Three, the calf-like expres

sion of unrequited love, which Lucian was quick to hide - but above all, and fourth - the 

almost regal elegance of Joseph, Prince of Arimathea. He responded to the greeting of 

his host and hostess with a quiet dignity, and when introduced to Marcellus, gave him a 

shrewd assessment which announced the fact that Joseph relied a great deal on first 

impressions.

Marcellus watched the interplay between Joseph, Rebecca and Lucian. It was a 

reuniting of old friends, he felt excluded and had to accept that as yet, he had no right to

be included. Julius was breathing into his ear.

“An interesting relationship, I think you will agree, Marcellus. Two very wealthy men - 

but in reality, that is the only similarity. Lucian is defiantly Roman - and Joseph is 

doggedly Jewish - not much chance of an meeting of minds on certain subjects - 

religion and politics - for instance. Both might find an advantage in matters of trade - 

together, they could become a force to be reckoned with - separate, they could 

become deadly rivals.”

“Rebecca is a very beautiful woman.”

Julius sighed mockingly.

“I might have guessed that you would be more interested in the lady!”

Lydia drew her husband away before Marcellus had the chance to reply. They were an 



odd pair, she talking and gesturing and he listening with a kind of lazy indulgence, 

which told Marcellus that Julius was more than used to allowing his lady to have her 

way on certain topics.

Three couches had been placed around a large table, from which they would be served 

by slaves. It was a peculiarly Roman custom and frequently the couches 

accommodated three, on this occasion only two would take their positions on each 

couch. The choice of partner was obvious - and this wasn’t Rome, where sometimes 

partner swapping was an excuse for license. Julius acted as a cushion for the head of 

his wife, who reclined against him, while Joseph and Rebecca took up a similar 

position - albeit, a little stiffly. Marcellus and Lucian were left to organise their own 

arrangements. Lucian eyed his injured friend.

“In deference to your war wound, I’ll be the cushion!”

Marcellus growled.

“How very considerate of you!”

They were plied with food, Marcellus watched Rebecca - without a doubt, she was the 

most beautiful woman he had seen in a very long time. She was also unattainable - 

she was alien, which was not necessarily a disadvantage - but she was of the ruling 

class of this stiff-necked people with their obstinate religious scruples - and that, he 

suspected, created an impenetrable obstacle. He felt suddenly sorry for Lucian, if his 

misguided friend thought he had a hope of scaling those formidable barriers - this was th

e Jewish girl upon whom he had set his heart - Lucian was about to tumble from the 

heights of optimism to the abyss of despair!

The conversation had been general, but now, Lydia showed how hungry she was for 

Rome.

“I suppose, Lucian, our feast this evening compares very poorly with what you would 

have on your tables at home?”

Lucian looked startled.



“I assure you otherwise, Lady Lydia - this is a most sumptuous feast!”

“I think you’re being kind! I’ve heard that Caesar thinks nothing of gracing his table with 

stuffed peacock and dishes made from the tongues of larks or hummingbirds - and that 

there are fabulous creations of sweet things, which defy the imagination!”

Lucian answered carefully.

“That is quite possibly correct, Lady Lydia - but one would have to be Caesar - no less - 

to afford such richness. My patron - and now my father - kept a comfortable table, but 

nothing to compare with Caesar’s. I assure you,your feast is sumptuous!”

Julius laughed.

“Well played, Lucian - well played! Are you sure you haven’t ambitions to become a 

diplomat?”

Lucian answered smoothly.

“One has to be a diplomat and many other things, when engaged in commerce, Julius.”

Their host turned to Joseph.

“Your highness - you have been to Rome - did they have stuffed peacock, or the 

tongues of larks and humming-birds at your table?”

Joseph smiled slightly.

“You must remember that I was a guarantee for the good behaviour of my father - 

guarantees are not fed larks tongues or stuffed peacock!”

Julius nodded and laughed again, he sounded a little drunk. he focused on Rebecca.

“Your highness has a beautiful name - does it have a meaning?”

She answered slowly.

“I am told it means ‘cow’!”

There was a moment of stunned silence. Julius’ smile fluttered.

“Surely not - such a beautiful name could not mean - cow!”

Rebecca eyed him without smiling.

“The first Rebecca was a complex character. She was a beautiful virgin, who left her 



home to travel to a far land to be the wife of the Child of Promise. In this, she was 

obedient to the One God. She comforted her husband when his mother died. When 

she had problems with pregnancy, she turned to Him for help - but she showed 

favouritism to her second son, or the first-born and obtained for him a blessing by deceit

- she then had to send him away to her father’s home for safety.”

Julius forced a laugh.

“Dear me! Truly a complex character - but one worthy to be a Roman matron, I would sa

y!”

There was a polite murmur of laughter. Julius sought escape.

“Tell me, then - what is the story behind the name ‘Jael’ - a name that has come to my 

attention recently!”

Joseph leaned forward.

“Perhaps I can answer that. Jael has the meaning ‘mountain goat’. She was particularly 

noted in our early history, as the woman who invited a general of an invading army into 

her tent. She gave him water and he fell asleep. She took a tent-peg and a mallet, and 

drove the peg into his brain - thereby delivering her people from his oppression.”

Julius flickered a smile.

“Two very determined women, it would seem.”

Rebecca interjected softly.

“Jewish women are notorious for being determined, your excellency!”

Julius laughed and thought it diplomatic to switch to other matters. He turned to Joseph.

“May I presume that the gruesome matter of the death of the Baptist, has been referred 

to the Sanhedrin, your highness?”

Joseph’s face remained expressionless.

“I’m quite sure our High Priest, Caiaphas, and Annas would have reported the matter - 

I haven’t had occasion to sit in council with them for some weeks.”

Julius sensed discomfort.



“I have it from reliable sources that the Tetrarch Herod is shortly to pay us a visit.”

“Really! I had no idea that his highness had left Machaerus.”

“I understand he’s travelled to Jerusalem and enjoyed the benefits of the temple.”

Rebecca interjected.

“Perhaps, to cleanse himself of blood-guilt, your excellency!”

Julius responded smoothly.

“Who can say, your highness.”

The sharp look Joseph directed to his sister wasn’t lost on him. Lydia rose and invited 

Rebecca to join her.

“We must leave these men to their politics, my dear.”

Marcellus thought Rebecca was reluctant to leave, but she had little choice. Julius 

signaled the slaves to pour more wine.

“A very disagreeable matter, your highness - I had no idea your sister would be so 

affected by the death of a troublemaker.”

Joseph responded shortly.

“She was present - as you say, a most disagreeable business!”

Julius looked as if the light had dawned.

“But of course! You were both present - and Lucian also! How very tactless of me to 

mention the matter!”

“Not at all, your excellency.”

Julius prattled on.

“Well - we are permanently rid of one agitator - and it would seem that another has now 

absented himself from our territory.”

Joseph replied abruptly.

“You refer to Jesus?”

Julius was his languid best.

“Is that his name?”



“In Hebrew it sounds differently - probably Yeshua.”

“Really! Well, it would seem that he is heading south, together with a large crowd of 

followers. My last report places him in Samaria and moving towards Judaea. I have no 

doubt our Procurator will be keeping a very close eye on his progress.”

“No doubt.”

“You must ask Marcellus about him - he’s by way of being an expert on the subject.”

Marcellus found himself thrust into the conversation.

“Capernaum has been the centre of his activity - although he’s made numerous trips 

into the countryside. We’ve been watching his activity closely - and trying to control the 

crowds - We’ve also been listening closely for any signs of sedition!”

Joseph eyed him steadily.

“And - have you heard any signs of sedition?”

“He wouldn’t have traveled south into Samaria if I had!”

Joseph inclined his head.

“I have received reports also - it seems that he is guilty of some incredible feats - if they 

are to be believed! He also preaches peace and obedience to the lawful rule - in such 

statements, it’s hard to find sedition!”

Marcellus felt his rage rising - any mention of the new prophet had that effect. It made 

him rash.

“Is your highness perhaps attracted to this charlatan?”

Joseph eyed him quietly.

“I am always interested in a new phenomenon, especially when it affects the Jewish 

people - if that is called an attraction - then I must be guilty!”

Julius laughed softly.

“I fear Marcellus has been a little presumptuous, your highness - please forgive him!”

Joseph shrugged slightly.

“I saw no presumption - and took no offence from a candid question.”



Julius changed the subject again, launching into a well-informed summary of the 

productivity of the region during the previous season. They soon became immersed in 

facts and figures, leaving the two younger men to their own devices. Lucian took 

Marcellus to task.

“You were asking for trouble, weren’t you? You don’t ask a prince if he’s a follower of an

agitator - lucky for you Joseph’s not an excitable man!”

Marcellus turned angrily.

“Unlike you, I don’t take people on face value! Your bias is showing, Lucian - and your 

calf-like devotion to his sister!”

Lucian irritation increased.

“I agree with you! I took you on face value, remember - but it goes to prove I should 

have looked a little deeper! You walk through the world seeing an assassin under every 

bush and an agitator in every man you can’t understand. I feel sorry for you, Marcellus - 

you’ve forgotten how to be a human being!”

For a moment, he thought Marcellus was about to hit him and he was ready. They 

glared into each other’s faces and might have progressed further with the verbal brawl, 

had Julius and Joseph not returned.

“My dear fellows, you look positively grim! This is supposed to be a celebration for you 

both! See, the ladies are returning, perhaps they can lighten your expressions!”

Lucian forced a smile and confronted Rebecca. He saw quickly how stressed she was. 

Her eyes were dark-rimmed and her face much more pale than he remembered.

“Are you well, Rebecca?”

The others had moved back into the room, leaving them alone for a few seconds. She 

stared at him.

“Why do you ask?”

“You look stressed - aren’t you sleeping well?”

She shook her head.



“Not since Machaerus.”

Lucian confessed.

“I still dream of it - if there’s anything I can do to help, please let me, Rebecca.”

He thought for a moment, she was about to dissolve into tears. The others were turning 

back to question their tardiness. She said quickly and softly.

“I must talk to you, Lucian - but not now - not here.”

He said quickly.

“I’m at the inn - send a message - when and where - and I’ll be sure to come!”


